Detroit
Pix and thoughts by Mary Beth Danielson & Len Lamberg
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Len and I have been talking about Detroit for a long time. We’d read or hear about its haunting
decrepitude or dystopian anomy and we’d wonder what it was like there. We heard about new art and
community art and the old art. Is Detroit an emptied-out city? What’s with the hipsters? Who are the
intrepid middle-class adventurers who are staying or moving in? Is it more integrated than other North
American cities? Micro-breweries and brick-oven pizza and restaurants featuring sustainable local
agriculture? Sign us up! Music? Music!
For years we’ve had an itch to visit Detroit.
Len leaned back in his office chair about a month ago. “We’re not getting any younger here. Is it time to
take a getaway to see Detroit?”
I love being retired. Give us three days and we can see a chunk of the world.
…
First of all, a cold harsh truth. Detroit is a long drive from Waukesha. Google Maps says it takes six hours,
but Google Maps doesn’t factor the construction cattle chute through Racine and Kenosha Counties
(Gov Walker paving the way for his billionaire Foxconn BFF’s to whom he promised 4 billion and a
refurbished highway).
And then there is Getting through Chicago. I mean, you can get into Chicago easily from the north. You
just can’t get out. From the north end of the 80/90 Tristate to Lake Station, Indiana - where traffic finally
thinned-out - was 60 miles in 3 hours at yup, 20 MPH.
After that we only had three more hours to go.
“An adventure is an inconvenience rightly considered. An inconvenience is an adventure wrongly
considered.” G.K. Chesterton
In honor of the 9-hours long cement-butt car trip we decided we would no longer call this a Weekend
Getaway. It had become a Quest. We were going to see what we could see and eat what we could eat
and learn what we could learn.
In one day.
…
We checked into our motel early evening; the front desk clerk said we were on the 3rd floor. We walked
down the hall she said to follow - looked for the elevator – there was no elevator.
Started up the steps.
The temperature was amazingly and startlingly HOT!
This will be a brief but true whine: The stairwell and hall to our room was faced with windows on one
side. We assume that at one time this was an open walkway along the front of the motel – but it was 90
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degrees outside and those windows were not open. Many were permanently shut, the two or three that
looked as if they could open, were not. ALSO; each guest room along that corridor had one airconditioning unit which exhaled hot air into the hall that had no air-conditioning and no air flow – so it
was 120-130 degrees in there. Did I mention no elevator? Carrying our stuff up three flights and then
down that stifling hall was awful. This was a Name Brand Hotel that cost several hundred dollars for two
nights. We have complained, the manager responded with a paltry offer that I am not accepting. We
don’t complain about the ordinary irritations of life, but as one friend said, “You didn’t go there to
camp.”
So the Baymont/Wyndham of Downtown Detroit experience was less than par (there were other issues
with the place too boring to explain).
…
Love Wikipedia.
“In 1701, Antoine de la Mothe Cadillac founded Fort Pontchartrain du Détroit, the future city of Detroit.
During the 19th century, it became an important industrial hub at the center of the Great Lakes region.
With expansion of the auto industry in the early 20th century, the city and its suburbs experienced rapid
growth, and by the 1940s, the city had become the fourth-largest in the country. However, due to
industrial restructuring, the loss of jobs in the auto industry, and rapid suburbanization, Detroit lost
considerable population from the late 20th century to the present. Since reaching a peak of 1.85 million
at the 1950 census, Detroit's population has declined by more than 60 percent. In 2013, Detroit became
the largest U.S. city to file for bankruptcy, which it successfully exited in December 2014, when the city
government regained control of Detroit's finances.”
Sunday Morning.
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We drove to Belle Isle which is about 10 minutes from downtown Detroit. From Wikipedia: “Belle Isle
Park is a 982-acre island park in the Detroit River between Michigan and Ontario.” It has beautiful
landscaping designed by Frederick Olmstead and lots of small museums, things to do, parks, picnic
areas, and bike paths. We got there at 9; very few people were around. When we left about noon there
was a long line of cars waiting to get in. It’s free for Michiganders, $9 for the day for us, and is a wellloved and highly used city park.
While on Belle Isle we did four separate activities; which was cool. So many options all together in one
easy to negotiate place. We perused the small Aquarium with seaweed-green tiled ceiling; this is the
oldest urban aquarium in the US; the light was fantastic.
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The Conservatory is next door to the aquarium.
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…
At the Belle Isle/ Dossin Great Lakes Museum we saw many educational things as well as this
woodchuck. The woodchuck was my favorite part of the maritime museum.

I wonder if her father hailed from Escanaba... (Hi, Kathryn.)
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On to the Detroit Institute of Art.
We spent Sunday afternoon wandering DIA’s galleries. (Except for that coffee and red velvet cake
break.) I was astounded by the Diego Rivera murals. I knew there was Rivera art in the museum, I didn’t
know I would walk around a corner into a palazzo of brilliant sunshine pouring in through glass-paned
ceiling, and all the walls would be huge and big with distinctive Rivera art. Murals about working people,
humble people, and the struggle to fit into the world of industrialists and oligarchs and religionists. It
was striking and brilliant and moving. And yes, in this B&W photo, Diego and Frieda are kissing each
other.
Pix from the Internet at: https://clas.berkeley.edu/research/art-diego-and-frida-detroit
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And then other art we saw that captured my imagination
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17th Century Dutch conspicuous consumption glass shoes.
Where is Cinderella?
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Girls who want to study theology are surprisingly passionate.
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Detroit Now. African American, intimidating and purposeful, going forward on terms not seen before.
Giant museums of art are arcane, iconoclastic, outdated, and wonderful. Art museums are time travel people who are talented reach out to people who want to be next to talent. People communicating with
people.
…
Yes, Detroit has emptied-out, abandoned, derelict buildings. We didn’t see them too much on our way
into or around the city and we didn’t seek “ruin porn” on purpose, either. It seems like luck and privilege
gone amuck to ogle somebody else’s grief and loss for entertainment. There are stunning videos of
ruined buildings on YouTube; it feels more respectful to look at city ruin and desolation through the eyes
of people who actually live there.
For much better analysis of Ruin Porn than I can muster:
https://www.guernicamag.com/leary_1_15_11/
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We did visit Michigan Central Station. Built in 1913 as a train station with 18 floors of offices and shops.
When Detroit fell into hard times, the building was abandoned.
You can google it for photos and videos of this place absolutely haunted with ruin. BUT it is coming back.
All those windows are new. Ford says it will fund the revival of this building.

Saturday evening we’d gone to dinner in the jumping Greektown neighborhood and after we walked the
busy, crowded the streets. More than any place else we’ve been lately, it was obvious we were in the
middle of an racially and culturally integrated crowd– nearly everyone dressed-well and out with friends
to the casino, to restaurants (the place at which we ate was packed), to concerts, just out enjoying the
steaming hot city after dark.
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Sunday evening was just as fascinating. We ate at a place with burgers, micro-brewery beer, plus some
of their entrees veggies were from their neighborhood.
And then we also drove through the Heidelberg Project, which was weird but interesting.
https://www.heidelberg.org/
“In 1986, artist Tyree Guyton returned to Heidelberg, the street where he grew up on Detroit’s East
Side, and found it in shambles, riddled with drugs and deepening poverty. Bruised by the loss of three
brothers to the streets, Guyton was encouraged by his grandfather to pick up a paintbrush instead of a
weapon and look for a solution.
Armed with a paintbrush, a broom and neighborhood children, Guyton and Grandpa began by cleaning
up vacant lots on Heidelberg Street. From the refuse they collected, Guyton transformed the street into
a massive art environment. Vacant lots literally became “lots of art” and abandoned houses became
“gigantic art sculptures.” Guyton not only transformed vacant houses and lots, he integrated the street,
sidewalks and trees into his mammoth installation and called the work, the Heidelberg Project (“HP”).”

One day. So many images and memories.
Detroit is a city in which to spend energy and then to get it back.

Thanks,
Mary Beth
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